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-WANCHAI EXPRESS was slow to begin. Shortly after the start BLONDE BARBADOS and EL JERICO came together and bumped. 
Approaching the winning post SHOT THRU checked off the heels of EL JERICO. On the first turn EL JERICO moved out checking 
WANCHAI EXPRESS, and then SHOT THRU checked off the heels of BLONDE BARBADOS. Entering the back straight SHOT THRU ran 
onto the heels of SONG AND DANCE. Turning off the back straight DYNA BERYL ran onto the heels of DONNA PAULSEN. Turning into 
the home straight DONNA PAULSEN raced wide.  
                

     

   

-A swab sample was taken from the winner BULA TOP FUEL. 
Approaching the winning post BULA TOP FUEL moved down checking GET UP JESS. Turning into the home straight GET UP JESS 
checked off the heels of FLOWN AWAY then moved down towards the inside rail making contact with VIRGINIA EDDIE,  then it was forced  
outwards making contact with MAXIMUM MAGIC. 
                

     

   

- A swab sample was taken from the winner RANA ALLEN. 
-FOR VALOUR began slowly. On the first turn WILLOW BUBBLES moved out checking FOR VALOUR causing both greyhounds to race 
wide. On the turn off the back straight PRINCE ROHNOMY moved down checking GLITCH GAMBLER. Approaching the turn into the home 
straight BIG HERB BANNER moved down checking PRINCE ROHNOMY. 
                

    

   

-CRACKERJACK JAKE and MENZIES were both slow to begin. Approaching the turn into the back straight CRACKERJACK JAKE moved 
out checking MEGABOUND causing MEGABOUND to then check off the heels of ETHICS. Turning into the home straight on the final 
occasion MENZIES checked off the heels of LEKTRA STROLL. Along the home straight on the final occasions MEGABOUND checked off 
the heels of ZARBO HUSTLER. 
                

     

   

-On the first turn ROSCO FIELDS checked off the heels of JOLENE MARLOW then moved out checking DESTINI LAREDO. Approaching 
the turn into the back straight DESTINI MERMAID moved out checking JOLENE MARLOW. Turning into the back straight DESTINI 
MERMAID continued moving out checking JOLENE MARLOW and inconveniencing the run of DESTINI LAREDO forcing it to race wide. 
                

     

   

-A swab sample was taken from the winner LUCKY WHIP. 
ROMAN’S LEGEND was slow to begin. On the first turn STICK FIGURE checked off the heels of ALLEN XANDER then moved out 
checking IMA CARAVAN and ROMAN’S LEGEND causing both greyhounds to race wide. Turning into the back straight STICK FIGURE 
moved out checking IMA CARAVAN. 
                

     

   

-ICENI RIVAL began slowly. On the first turn BELLARIO moved out checking ZIPPING SHINE, HUKANUI and ICENI RIVAL. On the turn 
into the back straight HOT MARLOW checked off the heels of FUNKY MONKEY checking MONSTER FOXY. Entering the back straight 
HOT MARLOW moved out checking MONSTER FOXY. 
 
 
 
 



                

     

 

  

-WATSARGO was slow to begin. Shortly after the start HOT PRODUCER moved down checking SUPER STING. After the winning post 
ZIPPING WALDO moved down checking PEARL CAPE. On the first turn PEARL CAPE made contact with the running rail, then at the 
same time CHARLIE CHOPS made contact with the running rail and then moved out checking ZIPPING WALDO, RICHIE’S VIBE and 
SUPER STING. 
-CHARLIE CHOPS was vetted after the race with NO INJURY DETECTED. 
-PEARL CAPE was vetted after the race with NO INJURY DETECTED.  
-Along the home straight on the final occasion SLIPPER’S AWAY turned its head inwards at HOT PRODUCER and was reported for failing 
to pursue. 
-SLIPPER’S AWAY was vetted after the race with NO INJURY DETECTED. Stewards acting under GAR69A(2)(a) SUSPENDED 
SLIPPER’S AWAY FOR 28 DAYS ANGLE PARK ONLY AND UNTIL THE COMPLETION OF A SATISFACTORY TRIAL.  
                

     

   

-DREAM A LITTLE and JIMMY MCBAIN were both slow to begin. On the first turn MR. ARJAY moved out checking MEPUNGA GEORGIA 
resulting in MEPUNGA GEORGIA being turned sideways. 
                

     

 

  

-RAPIDFIRE RITA went up with the lids and then gradually moved down towards the rail. On the first turn RAPIDFIRE RITA forced a 
passage through underneath GUNADOO PEKABOO with RAPIDFIRE RITA making contact with the running rail and stumbling as it moved 
out checking GUNNADOO PEKABOO, SIR PUPPO and CUMBERLAND JET. Along the back straight IRKA JAKIT checked off the heels of 
BLASTOISE. 
-RAPIDFIRE RITA was vetted after the race with NO INJURY DETECTED. 
                

     

 

  

-On the first turn SANTANO moved down checking SPEED AXLE. Turning off the back straight SPRINGVALE CHOIX ran onto the heels of 
and dragged down RUN RAZOR RUN causing RUN RAZOR RUN to drop back and check ALLEN PAUL. 
                

INJURIES NIL   

HUMANELY 
EUTHANISED 

NIL   

FATALITIES  NIL   

SWABS BULA TOP FUEL (R2) RANA ALLEN (R3) LUCKY WHIP (R6) 

SUSPENSIONS SLIPPER’S AWAY FAILING TO PURSUE 28 DAYS APK ONLY & 1 STAT 

FINES ISSUED NIL   

TRIAL RESULTS NIL   
 


